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Michael Kors launches WeChat
platform to enhance shopping
experience in Asia
July 14, 2015

Chines e model Liu Wen in Michael Kors ; the brand's WeChat platform gets to know cons umers as individuals

By SARAH JONES

U.S. apparel label Michael Kors is making shopping more personalized for its consumers
in Asia with a new CRM experience housed on social media application WeChat.

Designed to merge the online and offline, the tool offers digital customer service
touchpoints to be used both at home and in-store and offers benefits to members to spur
bricks-and-mortar visits. Not only will this platform assist Michael Kors in delivering a
customized experience to its consumers, but it will also enable the brand to learn more
about its most engaged clients.
“Our Asian customers live a very digital lifestyle, and they’re always looking for services
that go above and beyond–and particularly that help connect the online with the offline,”
said Lisa Pomerantz, SVP global communications and marketing at Michael Kors, New
York. “When it comes to their experiences with a brand—both digitally and in stores—they
expect more personalization.
“From the online WeChat/Weixin experience to the premium in-store personalized

services, we hope to provide our consumers with a full 360 experience through this new
O2O application,” she said.
Personal touch
Michael Kors is one of the first brands to use WeChat's O2O platform.
T he brand designed the WeChat experience to be multichannel. For instance, a feature
allows consumers to search for a digital receipt for past purchases. T his can then be
presented in-store to provide a basis for associates to offer advice on product care.
T hose consumers who opt-in will be able to get personalized fashion advice and in-store
consultations based on their preferences and shopping habits.

Michael Kors O2O platform on WeChat
“WeChat/Weixin is a unique platform that is unparalleled in the world of social media,”
Ms. Pomerantz said. “T hrough WeChat/Weixin we are able to create a direct line of
communication with our fans and provide them with a unique brand experience.
“We envision WeChat/Weixin playing the role of being a fashion friend to our fans—the
friend who can give you advice, inspire you but also understand you, know who you are,
what you like and what you need at different times of the year,” she said.
Also giving a personal touch, customer service teams will be available eight hours each
day on WeChat to assist with an individual consumer’s needs.

What's in Your Kors Chinese New Year edition
Certain top clients will be identified as VIPs and will be able to book in-store styling
appointments through the platform. T his feature is launching at the brand’s Kerry Center
store in Shanghai and its Chengdu Swire location, and will roll out in more boutiques
later.
As WeChat develops its online to offline platform, Michael Kors will add more benefits
and features for its users.
Social engagement
Michael Kors has previously leveraged WeChat’s capabilities for engaging Chinese
audiences.
T he label expanded its Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week All Access Kors livestream to a
Chinese audience with the inclusion of a customizable campaign on Weixin and WeChat.
Starting six days prior to the show, consumers could create their own personalized
skyline by uploading their selfie, or writing their name, which was then shown in
silhouette against the New York skyline. Once the imagery is created, consumers can
shake their device or swipe their screen to see different angles of the skyline (see story).
Michael Kors also sustained the atmosphere from the Jet Set collection debut for its
Shanghai, China, flagship with a 360-degree application that ferried fans through the
celebration.
T he brand introduced the store with an exclusive runway show, 3D visuals and various
projections. In addition to an encapsulating microsite, Michael Kors gave fans a sense of
the evening’s progression and what it would have been like to attend with the MK360 app.
T he brand also launched an app on WeChat to give local fans a chance to attend the event
and view a live interactive feed (see story).
Whether Michael Kors will roll out a similar social media CRM program in other
markets will depend on a variety of factors.
"We’re always looking for innovative ways to provide our customers around the world
with everything they need," Ms. Pomerantz said. "When the technology is in the right place

at the right time, we’ll of course look into it."
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